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n. y. there are some verry nice
real estaters but some get verry rich.

these kipds, the boss says, can sell
lots in sarah desert, where ever that
is, but it must be purty far off the
trolley line, and farms on the bottom
of the ocean, which, i shood think
woodent be much of a farm, but then
he dident meen it litraly, being sar-kast- lc

about the matter
his wife got the commuting bug

resently & there was nothing to it
but they had to buy a plase over in
jersey which he don't like atall be-
cause he wants to live in a flat neer
the lil ol sub rite, here in n. y.

but when the news got out that he
wanted to buy a property off in the'
country all the real estaters in town
slides into the offis so thick the boss
finally bought a plase to get rid of
them or he wodent have been abel
to catch up with his work in the offis
in time to have his peenuckel game
at nite

the other day the real estater that
sold him the house blows in for a
nother payment on the place

say, the boss hollered at him, i
thought you said that was such a
hellthy plaBe to live in & its rite down
in the swamp and there aint no other
but 1 house neer it & the feller in
that house is sick

but you gotter come stronger than
that if your trying to make a dent
in a real estater aeent

o, he says unkonserned like, that
feller in that house is a dockter that
is dying of starvation becaus there
aint been no other sickness there for
so long.
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"Remember, the eyes of the nation

are on you," exclaimed the constitu-
ent

"I know it," replied Senator "Sorg-

hum. "And the nation's getting more
acutely discerning every day. The
time is gone when a man can assume
an impressive pose and get by as an
optical illusion." Washington Star,
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Many a man who is let in on the
ground floor crawls out through th
cellar door. s
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